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Z}Zp8ZzggZ>Æ_.:
A documentary broadcast by Channel 4 on Monday, Robert

Beckford called on the British to take stock of this past. Why he asked,

had Britain made no apology for African slavery, as it had done for the

Irish potato famine? Why was there no substantial public monument of

national contrition equivalent to Berlin's Holocaust Museum? Why, most

crucially, was there no recognition of how wealth extracted from Africa
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and Africans made possible the vigour and prosperity of modern Britain?

Was there not a case for Britain to pay reparations to the descendants of

African slaves?

These are timely questions in a summer in which Blair and

Bush, their hands still wet with Iraqi blood, sought to rebrand themselves

as the saviours of Africa. The G8's debt-forgiveness initiative was spun

successfully as an act of Western altruism.
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No one considered that Africa's debt was trivial compared to what the

West really owes Africa.

Beckford's experts estimated Britain's debt to Africans in the continent

and diaspora to be in the trillions of pounds. 

Without Africa and its Caribbean plantation extensions, the modern

world as we know it would not exist. 

Profits from slave trading and from sugar, coffee, cotton and tobacco are
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only a small part of the story. What mattered was how the pull and push

from these industries transformed Western Europe's economies. English

banking, insurance, shipbuilding, wool and cotton manufacture, copper

and iron smelting, and the cities of Bristol, Liverpool and Glasgow,

multiplied in response to the direct and indirect stimulus of the slave

plantations.
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Joseph Inikori's masterful book, Africans and the Industrial Revolution in

England, shows how African consumers, free and enslaved, nurtured

Britain's infant manufacturing industry.

[African �isZãÃg~äZKâCÙZ:Â[LL',¤6~QZz[ZzgZ�ÛjúZxóó
~Zk!*]ÃzZãHìā¾§bZ�Ûj™g@ZzgMiZŠà-V and Industrial Revolution]

tÎZwZVD÷ā: Joseph ä',¤6ÅZ’ZðÅÃ6,zZym�Jc*X
Why Europe, rather than China, made the breakthrough first into a

modern industrial economy. To his two answers_abundant coal and New

World colonies_he should have added access to West Africa. For the

colonial Americas were more Africa's creation than Europe's: before

1800, far more Africans than Europeans crossed the Atlantic New World

slaves were vital too, strangely enough, for European trade in the east. 
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Z�ÛiÐÝñVÅ�ÛZb:
For merchants needed precious metals to buy Asian luxuries, returning

home with profits in the form of textiles; only through exchanging these

cloths in Africa for slaves to be sold in the New World could Europe

obtain new gold and silver to keep the system moving. East Indian

companies led ultimately to Europe's domination of Asia.
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Africa not only underpinned Europe's earlier development. Its palm oil,

petroleum, copper, chromium, platinum and in particular gold were and

are crucial to the later world economy.
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The guinea coin paid homage in its name to the west African origins of

one floss of gold. By this standard, the British pound since 1880 should

have been rechristened the rand, for Britain's prosperity and its currency

stability depended on South Africa's mines. I would wager that a large

share of that gold in the IMF's vaults which was supposed to pay for

Africa's debt relief had originally been stolen from that continent. 
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